
DEAR EVA   from   GERMANY  7.2019

THIS IS A RECORD OF REALSIDE EXPERIENCES OF ONE OF EVA'S
NUFRIENDS IN THE WEDNESDAY SKYPE NUGROUP from GERMANY... 

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #1... Hello Dear Eva... I would like to write you about what
happened after the German Skype NUGroup in July 2019... I was so positively charged, and I

have continued to Sing 'NU~U~U~U' and suddenly I saw you both... Duane&Eva!   I do not
know if you both were in my room.   You communicated despite the distance.   I have heard

his question to you... is that her?   I can't speak English... nevertheless, I understood and you
answered.   That evening I suggested to my sister who lives in another country that we meet

her in the dream garden... and it worked!  The beautiful light that I feel and Seee with me
gives me impulses and they transform into information and also as suggestions.  I should

make audio reports... it's as if I'm talking to you... I've already got a couple of them.  My sister
sees me as a shining turquoise energy.   One evening when I visited her again and wanted to
help her with her pain, suddenly PALL was there too!  He was so beautifully white shining and

said to me, “Through you flows the healing energy... use it!”  I said, “But I do not want to
intervene in any karma!”   Then He said, “There is a difference if you do this from The RealU.
Now, you are in your RealBody!   Here... touch her belly!”  That's what I did and there were

TapLines in the third chakra, like black fibers that were so uncomfortable and I didn't want to
touch them any more!  Shortly after that I was back on my bed again and I was so happy!

That's what I did!   I have many such experiences and thanks to the Writings & NUBooks of
Duane, I have now the certainty that this is not my fantasy, but that there is more than only my

physical life.  Thank you both from My Heart!    Now I have more fun in My Life!
~

DEAR EVA from GERMANY #2... Dear Eva... Something is happening to me since our
Skype meeting.  I Sing 'NU~U~U~U' and The RealConnection opens for me.   Tonight, I was
officially picked up by The RealGuides, but just before that, a woman wanted to stop me and
she said she needed help.  I had a funny feeling there was something wrong with her, but I

said okay, but first I have to go to the meeting, I told her.  It was like some kind of UNUversity.
I wanted to go there, but she made a movement with her hand and my torso was embraced in
front with a black corset.  Then, I went to the hall and there stood Yauble in front of the door
and He looked at me strictly and said,  “Slowly, it's time that You realize whether someone

really needs help or just wants to bind You to yourself, and so how do you decide?”   I said, “I
understand and I want to be accepted Here!”   Then, He made room for me and I was allowed
inside, and then the corset disappeared!    I sat down and noticed that we were so few, about
three students and three professors.  I was examined by the second professor, and He said,
“Yes, ThereIS a RealLight!”  The third professor wasn't so happy, as He said, “The gold you
are wearing has some chemical ailment!”   In my physical life I do not wear a gold or silver

chain.   When I woke up, I recognized the third as Fubbi, the second I do not know.  All three
wore gray suits.   When I relax and Sing 'NU~U~U~U' I immediately see myself with  Saint

Germane.  He said to me that I should be careful and not get stuck on him and go
courageously higher!   Oh Eva!  This happens so much as if I live in two worlds and the

physical one is like a heavy dream!   With Young Duane, I also had a pleasant conversation
and He showed me what is hidden in me... a golden egg that grows!   Loving NU Greetings! 

~



DEAR EVA from GERMANY #3... I agree with everything, and with phoning YU and
Skyping, as I judge myself after YU.  I will tell you about something I experienced in Spring
2008, in an awake state and at work.  After reading Duane's NUBook, 'A Journey to True

Freedom' with the section on Shiss sacrificing herself for her daughter, and I remembered my
experience.  I did not lose my life, but my heart was broken in a very bad way.  With all the
emotional pain, I asked the 'source' for help sooo deep and desperate and I knew I had to
continue to exist and take care of my daughters and work.  There came something, such a
warmth, as if someone hugged me tenderly from behind.  I saw pictures in my head, as I

stood in a circle together with a shining presence.  In front of us came the people who hurt me
so deeply, a certain man and his daughters.  I should give them a hand and say, “I'm sorry,

please forgive me, I thank you!”   Later, I read texts about Hoopono... Ha ha, well something
like that.  So, this RealLight has helped me in this moment.   Love and sorrow, I still have, but
since this experience I am no longer so alone.  Now I know that The RealLight is My RealMe.
I feel more clearly.   When I am in the contemplative state I am on travel, and my body is on
automatic with this and knows what to do and My RealSide Experiences are beautiful things

and I still get explanations for myself, as The RealLight IS with Me... LUV 'NU~U~U~U'
~

DEAR EVA from GERMANY #4... Dear Eva & Duane, it pleases me that you like my
experiences, and that Gerhard would also like to write an article about it, or a comment under
the appropriate chapters.   Therefore, I thought to myself that I will forward to you what I have
written to Gerhard, at least this time, because my husband is angry with me that I sit too much
with the laptop and he is always so alone.  More and more I think to myself that my husband

is under The Influence, and that I have only not much contact with others, which has
provoked such absurd quarrels, and sometimes I am afraid of him.  I wanted to separate, but

then he threatens me and everywhere I see dark figures.    In a dream, shortly after our
wedding 5 years ago, a figure appeared that took his appearance and said,  “You will never
get rid of us!”  I was like paralyzed.  Since then living with him is no longer as rosy as before

the marriage.  I blame myself and I didn't want to pay attention to any warning signals.
I embrace you Eva & Duane... Wholeheartedly... 'NU~U~U~U'

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #5... Hello Eva & Duane, here I am again.   Two days ago I
had a dream and from the feeling I would say, it was with you.  Before me stands a big older

man and says to me,  “Come with me and we take a journey.  We will visit your relatives.
And shortly afterwards I see us in a beautiful, big apartment and my guide says,  “Remember

Gerhard?   Then Gerhard comes in the room, laughs and says, “Hey girl how long are you
here?”  He embraces me, and my "guide" says to him, “Do you still have the old photo?

Please show it to her.  Then, Gerhard disappeared and a young woman came in and said,
“Hello, I am Gerhard's wife” looking at me strictly.   Behind her I saw a 5 year old girl. Gerhard

came back in and showed me a magazine with a living photo ( as with Harry Potter, where
people move).  They we were both shown in it, and I was about 7 years old and the Gerhard's

were about 15, and at the beach with a blue sea.   I am happy to run around here on this
strange photo and Gerhard stood holding a board. Suddenly, his wife said with a serious

voice, “Gerhard, think about it... We must go away immediately!”  She did not want me to get
the magazine.  I also noticed that Gerhard did not have much to report.  I thought that was a

pity, as he was very sympathetic to me.  Then I noticed that my companion was gone.   Then I
said goodbye and went down the stairs and there I met an even younger woman, who was

totally angry at me and said,  “I am the assistant of woman (the name I do not know anymore)
and will not let you interfere and I want to see you disappear!”   There was such a rage from



her that seized me!   I took her by her neck and shook her until she was only 10 cm tall.
Then, I ran out to the street and thought about the whole after.  Suddenly, my alarm clock

awakened me.  While I was at work I have thought about my dream.  So often, my inner (we
call it sphere) said to me,  “These are symbols... You have thought before about Gerhard and

why he would not like to translate more of Duane's texts.  The young wife is symbolic for a
new idea, which with strong influence keeps him from it, the assistant was her helper, the dark

side does not want that, because Gerhard reaches too many unaware with it.  This is a bit
chaotic here, but as you have already noticed, I can't write so well... Ha ha... Thank You.

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #6... Dear Eva and Duane, thanks for the loving email, and
yes, I work a full job.  So, we can make phone calls.  I would like to write my today's dream.

I accompany a family on a reconnaissance trip where I registered myself voluntarily as a
helper.  My impressions were... the father was the main character who gave the directions,
and the mother tried to keep all 8 children together, which were lively and fidgety and dear

and sympathetic.  I was the honorary helper.  I knew that it was important to protect the
children, but at the same time they should know everything about the world and collect
information and learn to behave and be self-confident.  The children had to wear clean

clothes every day and soon we had mountains of dirty clothes to wear.  Now someone should
take care of it otherwise the children have nothing clean to wear.  I saw that the parents were

a little annoyed because of such a simple thing as washing clothes, as they had important
plans for the day for the children to gain 'NU' information, so I suggested that I do it all.  We

were then in a basement with washing machines and the father gave me all the laundry.
Everyone was gone, and while I was sorting the laundry by color, I suddenly saw something
gray and thick flowing along the laundry and up the stairs.  I started to follow it and where it
was going, as it was almost at the top, then it stopped abruptly and diluted.  In this moment

the father came again purely in my thought, which was,  “Oh, he is not to see the 'thing'
otherwise he may say something.”   He actually didn't notice anything, but said,  “Oh no, there
are too many things and you shouldn't do it all alone!”   He called to the mother and the three

of us continued everything together.   After that we were all in a very large and renovated
apartment, as everyone was looking at something.   Then I went to the last room and one of

the boys followed me and said,  “I was already here before, and this time we will make it.
Then, unfortunately my alarm clock rang!   In the morning I have no time to write down my
dreams, but when I'm at work I quickly make an audio for my sister.  We both have cordial
contact with each other and often have visions which we then compare.  She is a writing

medium, and last week she told me that a loving energy presence had come to her, and she
should only tell me so much,  “Tell your sister that I accompany and protect you both, as I am
the Nameless One!”   I remember that Duane mentioned such Beings in his NUBooks.  So,

what I'm getting at now, where I wanted to do my audio for my sister, I felt this Being presence
again and I asked,  “What should I see through this dream?  Then came a voice,  “Don't you
see?  The adults are Duane as the father and Eva is the mother, and you are the helper who

is also on this family trip herself to learn.   The children symbolize the German NUGroup!”
I thought, “WOW!”  My head buzzes every day when I Sing 'NU~U~U~U' and shortly after that
something like a Vision comes over me.   When I have a little opportunity at work, I read THE
NU~YU DREAM COURSE ADVENTURE.   I remembered that I had already seen something

similar in my previous vision.   In a hall there were people sitting around a man who was
talking about our different bodies.  Ha ha, I wanted to sneak backwards and then he he

noticed me and said,  “Don't even try to make yourself invisible, you shine too brightly for
that!”  My feeling was to run away urgently, as people were calling to me, and so I stayed and



listened.  I wondered... Had I already been to Duane's lecture?  I accept myself rather loosely
with humor.   Thank you for your attention Eva & Duane and send loving 'NU~U~U~U'

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #7... Dear Eva, here comes my report from the journey with

my Inner Guide into my energetic past.  I asked my guide a question, “How is it with our
captivity down here in this funny thing that so many call The Matrix?”  Shortly thereafter I

heard,  “I can show you this figuratively, so that you understand better!”  Suddenly, we were in
a school class and the children were from 7 to about 10 years old.  All sat well and wrote their

work.  The topic was about the duties in their lives.   I felt that the children were not happy,
and a kind of spider web slanted their movements, and the end of each thread around all the
children was held by the teacher in his hand.   In the other hand he held a rod with which the

children were disciplined.  I knew that outside in front of the class there was a parents
committee that had the decision what each child may or may not do.  I asked,  “What does
this mean here?  The explanation was that the whole framework for each life of the children
was created with Agreement with the Lords of the Karma.   The parents like to obey them

consciously and unconsciously and the teacher fits in for the learning material to be absorbed
into a indoctrinated conditioning.   At the other wall there was a shining door and a very bright
visitor came in and I knew he was a Real Guide.   He moved freely in the class and watched

the children.   As soon as one the children was a bit restless, and went over to the Real Guide
and touched him, the girl was brighter than the rest of the children!  I asked, “What happens

with the small child?”   My companion answered,  “So shine children whose development
base was not on earth, this girl you are, and you came from the angel frequencies, and

therefore you have it especially hard in this life.   By these threads are not only restrictions,
but also frictions arise and thereby the Dark Matrix is kept alive.   The children touched by the
Real Guide go into the higher classes, and sometimes the lower classes disappear, because
Duane opened a NUDoor and The Real~Light touches Every Heart!   The complete matrix is

not dissolved, it changes, but nothing lasts forever down here, and this world can not be
saved.  This where YOU have to Learn to Free YourSelf!”   LUV 'NU~U~U~U' 

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #8... I am keeping the content of my dreams after waking

up with me, and this is so easy, because I have been doing this with my sister since our
childhood.  I tell you that my inner guide sends me impulses as if I am illuminated from within

and then something like a memory or explanation opens up.  He says we should be much
more playful with our life and experience our roles with joy, as each time our life is different
like precious moments.  Every time we wake up our life is different like precious moments.

The Dark Arena of Creation is not creepy at all, at least with me it is like this.  So, I tell you my
dream scene... I stood before a lighthouse, everything was white, the walls, the stairs, and

there were also people in it.  I had such an urge to go up and look at the sea from the higher
place height.  I went on and on and on and noticed that I was becoming less and less from
the other people, and suddenly I was all the way up and alone.  Shortly after, I heard a cry

from below, and it came into my mind to run away!   As I looked out, instead of the sea, there
was only absolute darkness!  Then, someone ran up screaming at me, “Hey!  You may not go

on, you are not yet so far!”   I do not like if one me screams at me and says what I may or
may not do, so therefore I jumped!   But, I did not fall down, but remained in the air, as a man
grabbed me by my right ankle firmly!  He was not bad, but rather worried and said,  “Please
do not go further, otherwise you may not make it back!”  But, I was sore and shouted at him,
“Dad!   What have you done with your life?  You died and left mom alone!”  Then I kicked his
hand with my other foot and freed myself, as I hung there in this blackness and totally free!



Everything was gone and no more worries!   I swam further and something became clear, as I
am here totally alone with no feeling from above, below, right or left, and I was aware this is
not a dream!  I was suddenly aware of MySelf!   Then I thought, “What is all this here?  No

god, no angels, just absolute NOTHING, but I have lit up!”  Then I said aloud, “Okay, I want to
go back, and then came something like a suction and I woke up!   LUV YU, IT IS Me Again.

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #9... Dear Eva & Duane, some days ago I had an

interesting and beautiful encounter with two cats at night.  It began that I was aware on a dark
street as I was dreaming and not far from the house of my childhood where now my sister

lives with her family.  I see a woman who looks familiar to me, as I saw her as Eva.  She says,
“You have sent a signal that you are willing and ready to evolve, so I am here and let's go for
a walk now.”  We went down the street to a outdoor bar, and she gave me a delicious golden

drink.  She told me something, but I have only took in nice impressions with nothing else.
Then we went on to the house of my sister and at the garden gate she remained standing.  I
wanted her to come with me, but she said, “Go alone inside, there waits an experience for

you.”  So I went in through the gate and noticed that I can see through the walls and
everything in it is new and beautiful.  I went inside and left to the first room and there was a

beautiful sofa with colorful blankets and very bright white pillows.   Suddenly came two white-
orange cats and they looked around and noticed me and talked to each other about me.  I

was so baffled, because I understood them.  I could not move and also nothing say.   I was so
enthusiastic!  I wanted to announce myself and tell them that I understand them, but at that

moment one cat said to the other,  “Look, she already has the light, and we can do something
for her so that she is better!”  Then, I have decided to lay down on the sofa.  The one cat

jumped up immediately on the pillows and then sniffed at me at the face and lay down around
my head.   Then the other one said, “Hey, I wanted that too!"   Then the first one said, “No, it's

my turn, look for another place where you can help her!"  Then I thought to myself, “Maybe
my back?”  Then, the other cat jumped on me and placed itself behind at my kidneys.  That
was so great, the cats were so warm, purred so sweet and lay there with me together until

they have dissolved.  Oh pity, I just thought and stood up to visit other rooms.  Ha Ha... Fun!
~

DEAR EVA from GERMANY #10... Hello Eva & Duane, I finished reading NUBook 8,
and during the reading I remembered many dream experiences.  Last autumn, after a

pointless argument provoked by my husband, I slept alone again.  Shortly after I lay down, I
saw a woman who seemed to be YU, Eva, standing at the foot of the bed.  She told me about
her life, and then suddenly a bright light shines through the door and a big blond man comes
in, which was Duane, as she was still telling me about her life.   Then, she lies down next to
me in bed and says, “You shouldn't talk to the people here!”  Then, the woman disappears!
Shortly afterwards, the blond man, who I know is Duane, as we are both feeling something

totally creepy crawling up the stairs in the hallway!   I immediately knew it was pure darkness
and evil, as the blonde man stands upright and says,  “We have to get out of here now!”  I am
thinking I live here, as he says to me, “Get up and let's go!  I will take you away!”   He takes
me up like a little child and we fly out of the window as he is whispering into my ear,  “Please
don't turn around!”  As we were flying, I felt a giant claw scratching my back and trying to grab
me!   I knew that I was safe with this superman and I know how Duane looks, and I recognize
him as the superman.  What he wanted to say is that I will not be better there.  It is about my

apartment, about the astral area, or that I can't separate from my husband, because I'm afraid
of him?    Here is another dream... Last night I dreamt that I wanted to go home and the stairs
were gone when I noticed two workers in green uniforms on a scaffold..one of them said,  “Be



patience, soon you can go on!”   I recognized Duane, but not the other one, as he was a bit
older.  Then, I was running super fast over fields, which is also a great feeling!  Sometimes I
plunge into the depth from where I wanted to go up, as there is something like a dome made
of transparent rubber that threw me back!   Later, I'll write you what the superman said to me,

and I didn't quite understand.   'NU~U~U~U' to YU
~

DEAR EVA from GERMANY #11... Dear NU-Eva, tonight I had an informative dream. In
this dream I lived in an old residential house with about 5 floors and my apartment was in the
3rd floor.   Suddenly, we heard a noise in the night and in the middle of the house through all
floors was a huge hole.   All the inhabitants went to these developed craters and looked at

what going on.  There was a bright light to see and noises which one hears with construction
work.  Many of the people were sour, because of the damage (didn't want something NU).
However, I felt something like positive excitement, looked down where I had a contact with
one of the workers.  He sent me some information in my head,  "Don't worry, we won't do
anything bad before something new comes to be"  I liked that totally. Then, I woke up and

recognized the worker as Yauble!    Loving NU hugs
~

DEAR EVA from GERMANY #12... Hello Eva, while reading your very extensive data
and information on your website, plus the translations of Duane's NUBooks, I suddenly felt

great anger about the lies in which we all live, and so I started one night in bed, and I began
to scold out into the universe.   Shortly after, I fell asleep, but still with the feeling of

disappointment!   Suddenly there, up under the blanket, I see two bright orbs slowly moving
towards me.  I jumped up and began to scold again, "You find this great that I am down here

and suffer and no one is interested?    What for?   I want to get out of here!   Do not think I am
afraid of you... I am angry!   I had screamed all this out of me!   I felt a funny movement in me,

in torso, shortly after it opened my back, as if someone had pulled a zipper down!  Then, a
Gestallt (German shaped entity) came out!   First the head, then shoulders, and finally both
hands.  I tried to turn and see what came out of me!  Then I heard Duane's voice, "Please
stay calm, it won't take long!”  Then, I was suddenly outside and watched this scene as his

hand penetrated into my head and pulled out with a little effort a very small object like 3 small
wires!  Then I was again inside and felt slight pull in my head center.  Then he said again,

"Now it will be easier!”   Shortly afterwards I was completely awake and still had the little pain.
I feel that this presence was male in me.  Oh man, but I feel through and through as a

woman!  What could that be?  The main thing is the anger is gone.  What a day!   Thank you
DuanEva!  'NU~U~U~U'  to YU!

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #13... Dear NU-Eva, tonight I had a really nice dream with
Duane and Paul (why PALL?).  The scene was so that I was together with my husband in an

amusement park.  Between all the carousels in the middle stood a magic castle for children.  I
wanted to take a closer look at it, and at the reception was Duane, and I recognized him and

greeted him and asked what he was doing?  "I take the children to watch out so that the
adults continue to explore the area”  He said.   My husband has complaining not to stop here,
so that we keep going on.   I'm at peace with myself and thought to myself, “I don't want this
whole show with him anymore!   I turned around from the whole drama theater with him and I

was so matter of fact with him, and I walked back to Duane.  When Duane saw me, he
laughed so merrily and I had to laugh with him, “HA HA HA!”  We stood opposite each other
and laughed like two crazy people!   WOW!  This was the great liberating moment, then he



hugged me and kissed me!  That was so a beautiful higher dimensional feeling with nothing
here below to compare.   Then he said something like, "If you want to stay here, look around,
you will find something" He said, and gave me three small fruits.  I ate them and I wanted to

plant some afterwards.  Then, I turned around and discovered PALL, as he looked at me
smiling, as he wanted to turn around because I called him, "Hello PALL"   He also started to
laugh and said, "Oh, You Recognized Me?"  I stretched my hand to him and he gave me his
and so we simply stood opposite each other.  Great Feeling!  I did not want to come back to
earth and my little body!   Unfortunately, suddenly I am awake and still have Karma to work

off.   I always thought that dreams correspond to a fantasy, but these dreams live on with me!
All I know is thanks to you.  Thanks from my deepest NU-U-U!

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #14... Dear NU-Eva, recently before sleeping and singing

of NU-U-U, I had expressed an intention, I would like the real knowledge of my marriage,
what is behind it or why I actually became aware of knowing my husband.   I fell asleep and
see myself in a room where seminars take place with people who sat in front of the hall on
beautiful armchairs, many children were also present.  I knew internally that I am not yet

ready to be there although I wished it to me very much.  I have seen Duane and wanted to
follow him there, as there was another guide on my arm to himself and pulled me and said,
"You wanted to know, so go to the window and look!"  I have obeyed and looked out of the
window.  Outside stood a group of people of different ages and also small children, but all
dressed in black.  I thought, "Oh, here are also refugees?"  Then, suddenly I discovered

another group which has observed these and something like examined them, and one after
the other the black ones of them were taken out and around in new life and to have a new
part or new life.  Then, I see that all people except a small boy of about 5 years were taken
away.   There he stood quite sadly, looked around himself and I was suddenly down not far
from him and I waved to him.   He looked at me and went to me, and while he did that, he

became bigger and bigger, until he was about 17 years.   I was so amazed about it and said
to him,  "Whenever and however you will grow up soon and we can begin a new life

independently!"  I said to him.  I felt somehow unwell as I looked at this scene and what I
decided then.  Then, there I was suddenly awake and thought to myself, "This is not great,
that is nevertheless somehow an answer to my question as I realized... I have adopted my

husband!”   Do I recognize that correctly?   Hearty NU hugs from me.
~

DEAR EVA from GERMANY #15... Dear NU-U-Eva, with a deep feeling of gratitude I
read your further translations, and I'm really horrified in what terrible circumstances we live

down here on earth, although the true REAL-LIGHT shines up to here and makes itself
recognizable in the simplest things like the song of the birds and the rustle of the wind in the
trees.  This morning after waking up I became aware of it, as clearly as it has not been for a

long time.  Then I sang the NU-U-U and was overwhelmed with humility and purity of the
moment.  These are such wonderful moments and I am absolutely grateful for them.  But I

have also noticed at the same time or rather perceived that it is at the darker side something
like alarm bells announce, because shortly after that my husband with some stupid little things
comes and starts to provoke quarrel to get my attention instead of leaving me alone. He is a

Total Energy Robber!   To this topic, I had a dream with Duane.   We both went for a walk in a
beautiful city, the surroundings were so fresh and clean, and Duane tells me what and in that

moment I am awake (but in that dream) and my feeling was so magical and I thought that
hopefully I will keep much when I wake up.  Suddenly we see a group of people, or rather four
men and a woman and they stood next to a silver table.  On one side stood my husband and



him opposite a woman and behind her the other men.  She was pretty, dark shoulder-length
hair and dark body-tight dress.  Duane remained standing and I asked him, “Look, there

stands my husband, should I call him?   Duane answered me, “He will not hear you”   Then I
went closer and saw that they all stood like in a kind of hypnosis!  I called and said,  “Hello!”
To my husband,  “You do not see me?”   He did not respond.   I went slowly closer and felt

erotic vibration between all the people.   I looked if Duane is still there, and yes he was there
(sometimes the Real Leaders show me a scene and then leave me alone).  Then I asked if I

could take my husband away from the people?   Duane replied, "You can't free anyone from a
situation, you can only go inside and watch out that you don't get stuck with them”  So, I have
briefly considered to step back and then said to myself,  “NO... I do not want to agree with him

and that my husband goes his own way”  Then, I felt how I slowly wake up and still Duane
was nearby.  I thank him from the heart.  I ask myself how can this be that I'm already so free

in my dreams, I experience beautiful scenes (I describe them in other e-mails) and on the
physical platform I am so suppressed?   I wanted to talk to my husband after the quarrel

about why he does not want to see that I am absolutely not the woman he actually wants, but
he is obsessed with the feeling that he calls love where I only feel a deep neediness.   He
threatens me when I go to the lawyer, he beats everything here short and small and also

finishes me.   Be that as it may, I only feel compassion and know about his terrible childhood
where his father has beaten his mother and seizes him to death.   He was then put by the
police into a home where the nuns were not much better either.  This is what life on earth

looks like for many of us. Really sad.  Hearty NU-U hugs to YU.
~

DEAR EVA from GERMANY #16... Good morning Dear NU-Eva, I am at work, therefore
I use Skype to tell YU this.  Tonight in my opinion it worked, YU picked me up and we both

were as I perceived it on the ethereal plane in a beautiful building and went very bright
corridor and Duane came towards me and I had problems with my focus.  YU wanted to help

me, but a severe back pain brought me back into my body, but I took some words from Duane
with me, something like, “Be patient and don't be disappointed.  Your own creations still hold
you”  Later... My room was like a spider's web, asI really wanted to stay with YU, but down

there very close to my body I was held, because it was some kind of fight and it could be that
it was a spaceship.  A meeting was supposed to take place and many were invited!  Oh Man...

I am still so heavy!  LUV YU
~

DEAR EVA from GERMANY #17... Dear NU-U-Eva, here comes my promised dream
description.  Yesterday evening I lie in bed and sing NU-Song and declare my intention to

recognize my karma debts.   I call on REBISAR to help me and also to remember as much as
possible.   The scene begins with the fact that I am a young woman and walk through the

streets with a man about 15- 20 years older.   I know that he is my fiance and tells me
something important about life.   After a while I am bored and run away from him.  I know that
he is chasing me and I suddenly feel fear and hide in an apartment of my friends.  I tell them
my worries and they advise me to entrust my other friend, shortly thereafter he comes and
when I see him I am very happy.    I tell him about my fiance that I don't want this anymore,

and he advises me to face the fear and talk honestly about it, otherwise it all grows above my
head and I can even lose my life.   Then I feel even more fear and suddenly I see my mom
who gives me her car keys and says I should leave the city with her car.   I look at my friend
and ask him if that would be a solution but he is sad and says,  “This is your decision, but

think of my warning”   I leave the apartment, look everywhere for Mama's car and feel like my
fear becomes bigger and bigger.   Finally I find the car, sit inside, close the door and in this



moment I know that I have made big mistakes.   Still, I turn on the engine and the car
explodes!   After a huge bang I float in total darkness and think about what actually happened
there?   That is nevertheless only a dream, why I had so large fear!   And it becomes clear to
me that it is a lesson and now I will decide differently.   I shout out loud, "I decide for life!  NO
longer for fear!   I want to flow with the life"   Shortly after, I take a movement and I see from
somewhere a light.   I know then that I flow under the earth with the water through tunnels.
That was such a great feeling that I laughed loudly and shouted merrily.   Then Poof... and I
land somewhere in the new life.   After waking up I think about it and like lightning meets me

the realization... The first man was Duane, and he wanted to explain to me the meaning of the
dreams and I was not yet ready to listen.   And the other younger man was REBISAR and has
advised me to put me out of the fear.   Therefore, I had asked before sleeping that I am ready

to transform my 'garbage' from my subconscious.   Ouch - I stupid!  I hope I am still a NU
student... ha ha!    As my mom, I recognize 'the influenza' that doesn't want me to become

aware of what is actually going on.  The dream with REBISAR where I work with my anger I
write tomorrow.   Loving NU-U Hugs 

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #18... NUMAN ARRIVES... Dear NU-U-Eva & NU-U-

Duane, the night was August 3, 2001, and I was at the Baltic Sea and the dream was so vivid.
I was very aware that I dream and walk along the fields and heard the rush of the sea and

smelled its scent. Suddenly, I saw a very bright light in the sky, and shortly after came down
very big flakes and everything was White and NU.  I took a flake in the hand and recognized it

as a water lily flower.   I saw and it turned to the fragrant slice of bread.   I felt clearly that
there something important happened!  I was so excited and screamed, "Hey people!   WE

have a huge chance to Get More Conscious!"   In the morning where I was awake, I
persuaded my little daughters to run as fast as possible to the beach, but only small shells we

have found and no flowers.  The summer and vacation were nevertheless very beautiful...
Dear NU-U-hugs.

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #19... Dear Eva and Duane, today I tell you a beautiful
dream that I had some time ago and is still fresh in my mind.  In front of my old apartment
grew a beautiful and pretty big Lime Tree.  Every morning and evening I talked to him how

great I find him and am grateful for his shade and magnificent aura.  One night I slept badly,
was very exhausted as a working and single mother of three girls.  Since I had also very often

out of body wanderings, I was this time only on my windowsill and breathed the beautiful
nocturnal air.   Suddenly I heard a whisper, "Come to us, we wait for you!"  Those were the
leaves of my Lime Tree speaking.   I immediately flew to him and have me placed on the

thickest branch and continued to listen, and the leaves spoke again, "He comes and only for
you, because you need it!"   Then something came out of the trunk!   First I saw only the face,

quite angular as evenly from wood, but with full beard and something like a wooden crown,
then the whole shape was visible!   I have felt huge reverence and guilt feelings, because we
humans destroy the whole nature.  He stretched out his hand and I grabbed it and he said,

"Have no fear, you deserve it that I help you and you are very tired"   He pulled me to himself,
I hugged him and out of him came something like a root and he pushed it into my back.  I

waited for the pain, but I felt beautiful and I experienced inner explosion.  Shortly after I woke
up unfortunately.   Tomorrow I write about my rescue by a white Ninja.   Hearty NU-U hugs

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #20... Dear NU-Eva, YU wanted me to give you my



gardening experience back in writing.  2 weeks ago I lay comfortably on a couch under our
beautiful fir trees, which unfortunately are dried out.  Have sung more quietly NU-U-U and

came on the alpha wave where I suddenly to the usual street noises also a whispering star I
heard as if the trees would communicate with each other.   Those were not our words rather
sounds, quite and melodic and in addition and still pleasant perceptions and simply beautiful
feelings.   Then I saw something like light shimmering and watery.  The atmosphere was as if
everything was in turmoil.   I asked carefully,  “Hello, may I experience what is going on?  All
these sounds flowed through me and my inner translator said, "WE ALL, nature, plants and

insects increase our frequencies, we can no longer exist so deep, so slowly we disappear and
all are invited”   I said,  “I'm sorry that we humans destroy all of nature”  The answer was, "We

are not like you people, we do not suffer like you think, we just live and express ourselves
until it is not possible anymore, then the frequencies increase and we transform like living

river.   You are all invited, open your hearts and be NEW"   Then I saw the new colors, much
fresher, more alive and deeper.   I thought to myself,   "Wow, looks like the fourth level"  End

of vision.   NU-U Hugs to DuanEva
~

DEAR EVA from GERMANY #21... Dear DuanEva, The experience with the white ninja
was so truly alive that I was totally surprised when I woke up.  I started to tell in my near

surroundings that there are actually astral, malignant beings and that we should be careful.
My girlfriend organized a meeting of several people who were interested in getting info about
Astral.   While being together we photographed each other and on the photos appeared Orbs.
Mostly about me.   Some days later at night I was suddenly awake in my dream.  I was in total
darkness, shortly after I saw something like a fire camp and a woman's voice muttered and I
came closer and this woman stood up and said, "We don't like that you reveal the truth about

us, we have decided to eliminate you!"  There she was suddenly behind me, grabbing my
hands tight and with another pair of arms she squeezed my belly so hard that I couldn't

breathe anymore.  In the same moment, I heard a thunder and saw a bright lightning and from
above jumped a man who looked like a white ninja with funny painted white mask.  He

threatened the black woman with his sword and said, "Let her go immediately, she's taboo for
you, you'll never approach her again!"  My paralysis was immediately gone and I could free
myself and went to this man who I see as Duane.  He whispered, “YU are free, go back!"  I
managed to say thank you and woke up.   I felt great gratitude, but was still so scared that I
made my little lamp on.  Where I read in Duane's NUBook of the White Ninja's, as were my
memory immediately there.   IT happened Dec. 2016.  Thank you DuanEva.  NU-U Hugs 

~
DEAR EVA from GERMANY #22...



ZOOM
Step Up Weekly call Saturdays @6pm PST  242-917-467
https://zoom.us/j/964171241

Africa call 1st and 3rd Saturday of every month
10am PST
https://zoom.us/j/242917467

NU UK Call 2nd and 4th Sunday of every month
10am PST
https://zoom.us/j/827104698

Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
        +1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
Meeting ID: 242 917 467
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/a85jsmoPM 

https://zoom.us/u/a85jsmoPM
https://zoom.us/j/827104698
https://zoom.us/j/242917467
https://zoom.us/j/964171241

